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'
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In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-456-OL
) 50-457-0L

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ASLBP No. 79-410-03-0L
)
)

(Braidwood Station, Unit Nos. I and 2) ) May 2, 1986
)

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Admitting Harassment and Intimidation Issue

on Five-Factor Balance)

F In CLI-86-08, 23 NRC , issued on April 24, 1986, the Commis-

sion determined that Intervenors' Amended Quality Assurance Conten-
1

tion, with the possible exception of Subpart 2.C relating to harass-
i

ment and intimidation, did not meet the five-part test set forth in 10

I- C.F.R. 5 2.714 for the evaluation of late-filed contentions. With

regard to Subpart 2.C, the Commission found that it had been admitted

to the proceeding separately, pursuant to a stipulation signed by all

| parties and approved by the Licensing Board. Referring to Boston

Edison Company (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), ALA8-816, 22 NRC 461,
|
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466 (1985), the Commission held that a Licensing Board must find that

the five-factor test of 5 2.714 is satisfied in order to entertain a
late-filed contention, notwithstanding that the parties might have

stipulated to the admission of the contention. Accordingly, upon its

finding that Subpart 2.C had not been subjected to a formal balancing

of the five factors, the Commission directed the Licensing Board to

evaluate the admissibility of Subpart 2.C in light of the five-factor
,

test.

We apply the five-factor test to Subpart 2.C and determine that'

it weighs in favor of admitting the subpart.

MEM0RANDUM

In their respective briefs to us on this matter, Intervenors and

Applicants allude to the stipulation to the admission of the harass-

ment contention as though that has some importance to us. Intervenors

suggest (Br. 2) that the stipulation reflected an implicit recognition

by Applicant and Staff that the five-factor test was met. Applicant,

on th': other hand, explains away this stipulation (Br. 2) as having

come after the Licensing Board's prior rulings that had already

admitted the bulk of the contention, which Applicant had strenuously'

opposed, and points cut that the stipulation did not waive Applicant's

objections to the admission of the contention.
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These arguments are misplaced. The parties' motivation for

entering into this stipulation and the stipulation, itself, are not

relevant. How the parties may have viewed the admissibility of _

Subpart 2.C when they entered into the stipulation has no bearing on

its admissibility. The Commission has directed the Board to apply the

five-factor test and wt attempt to do so on the basis of an objective

evaluation.

Factor (i) Good cause, if any, for failure ta file on time.

In applying the five-factor test with regard to the remainder of
.

the quality assurance contention (i.e. , other than 2.C), the Conunis-

sion has reaffinned that this first factor is a crucial element in

the analysis of whether a late-filed contention should be admitted.

CLI-86-08, supra, slip op. at 2.

In their original quality assurance contention, filed on March 7,

1985, Intervenors did not refer to any harassment matters. In its

Special Prehearing Conference Order of April 17, 1985, the Licensing

Board established the date of May 20, 1985 for Intervenors to submit

an amended quality assurance issue. The date was subsequently exten-

ded to May 24, 1985. On that latter date, Intervenors timely filed

their amended contention which, for the first time, raised the issue

of harassment and intimidation, in Subparts 2.A, 2.B . and 2.C. On

/
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June 21, 1985, the Board admitted Intervenors' amended quality assur-

ance contention with the exception of Subparts 2.A, 2.B. and 2.C. It

rejected Subparts 2.A and 2.B outright, and deferred ruling on Subpart

2.C pending Intervenors' further listing of each specific example of

harassment and intimidation in addition to the ones already specified.

The Board gave Intervenors until July 12, 1985 to add the other exam-

ples. On July 12, 1985, Intervenors filed that amended Subpart 2.C

U which was essentially what was later stipulated to by the parties on

July 24, 1985.

" The nub of the disputa between Applicant on the one hand and

Intervenors and Staff on .the other, as to whether there was good cause
,,

for the delay in filing the harassment and intimidation issue on May

24, 1985, is whether Intervenors were effectively on notice of that

issue upon the issuance of the NRC Staff Inspection Report 84-34, sent

to Intervenors on December 31, 1985. That report alluded to an alle-

gation being closed in which the alleger, an employee of the L. K.

Comstock Guality Control Department, stated that he had been intimi-

dated and harassed by supervisory personnel. The report describes the

investigation, inter alia, as follows:

On September 21, 1984, the inspector met with the alleger
and four other quality control inspectors. The five indi-
viduals did not provide any specific examples or records'

,

et substantiating intimidation or harassment. During the
course of the interview, it was revealed that the main issue

e
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is a morale problem which appears to be related to monetary
matters and subjective opinions of poor management.

Intervenors point out that during the same time frame covered by

the report, Mr. Worley Puckett, the electrical contractor's Level III

inspector had been fired and been found by the Department of Labor to

have been the subject of retaliatory discharge, and that these facts

were not mentioned in the inspection report. Intervenors point to a

telephone call they received on May 17, 1985 from an unidentified

source advising them of Mr. Puckett's firing, as their first receipt

of information that would lead them to suspect a possibly serious
*

problem involving harassment. They filed their original harassment

contention shortly thereafter, on May 24, 1985.

We agree with Intervenors and Staff that the information pre-

sented in Staff's Inspection Report 84-34 was not sufficient to

apprise Intervenors of a possible serious harassment issue. In that

the report dismissed the allegation before the NRC as being a morale

problem "related to monetary matters," the report was not only unin-

formative, it was somewhat misleading. Intervenors cannot be faulted'

* The fact of the telephone call is not in dispute. The informa-
tion received by Intervenors has been provided to Applicant's
attorneys in camera pursuant to an agreed protective order.
Applicant Toes not question that Intervenors' counsel was,

'

informed of Mr. Puckett's firing in that telephone conversation.

I
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for not raising an issue which, in the first instance, the NRC Staff

had dismissed as being so inconsequential.

We find that Intervenors had good cause for filing their original

harassment contention no earlier than May 24, 1985, in that they had

received no meaningful information with regard to harassment and

intimidation until May 17, 1985. Although Subpart 2.C. as filed on

May 24, 1985, was specific enough to have met the specificity require-

ments for the filing of a contention and could have been admitted at

that time, the Board established further deadlines for filing of addi-

tional specific information for the purpose of limiting Intervenors to

only those specifics in discovering and trying the harassment issue.

Thereafter, Intervenors complied with the Board's deadlines in amend-

ing the harassment subpart to include specific incidents of harass-

ment. None of the information subsequently added to the original

harassment subpart had been known to Intervenors on May 24, 1985.

In addition to finding that Intervenors had good cause for filing

the original harassment subpart on May 24, 1985, we find that Inter-

venors had good cause for not filing amendments to that subpart any

earlier than they subsequently did. The new information contained in

the amendments was newly discovered and the Intervenors complied with

the filing dates established by the Board for amending the contention
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(that had been adopted by the Board to ifmit the scope of the

contention).

Factors (ii) and (iv) The availability of other means whereby the
petitioner's interest will be protected and the extent to which the
petitioner's interest will be represented by the existing parties.

The parties agree that, although these two factors are of little

weight, they weigh in Intervenors' favor. We find that there are no

other means whereby Intervenors' interest will be protected or any'

other parties who would protect Intervenors' interest.

Factor (iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may
reasonably be expected to assist in developing a souno record.

In remanding to us the application of the five-factor test to the

harassment subpart, the Commission did not indicate whether we were to

weigh the factors as of the time the contention was proposed or as of

now. In either case, however, it appears that Intervenors have the

ability to contribute to the development of a sound record. They have

identified the witnesses they intend to offer, including three expert

witnesses. Although they have not prefiled testimony of the fact wit-

nesses, those witnesses on the whole being adverse witnesses, the sub-

ject of the prospective testimony consists of specific incidents of

alleged harassment that are well known to the parties. Intervenors'

preparation for this issue through discovery and retention of experts

- - -. --
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has been considerable and promises to afford Intervenors a reasonable

basis for developing a sound record on behalf of their case. How

sound that case itself is cannot be evaluated by the Board at this

juncture, without at least the Board's examining all of the products

of discovery. We do not believe that such an evaluation, of matters

that are not yet part of the evidentiary record, would be appropriate.

Moreover, that discovery record was not in existence at the time

Intervenors proffered their harassment contention, which the Comis-

sion has determined should have been subjected at that time to the

five-factor test.

We are not impressed with Applicant's reliance (Br. 9-10) upon

the deposition of each Comstock QC inspector to the effect that no

action undertaken by Comstock management deterred him from the consci-

entious performance of his inspection duties. Whether or not that was

the case would be a question on the merits, not a consideration in

determining the admissibility of the contention. Moreover, one can

hardly expect an employee to admit that he had been derelict in his

duties.

We weigh this third factor in Intervenors' favor.
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Factor (v) The extent to which the 3etitioner's participation will

broaden the issues or delay the proceec ing.

Whether we balance the factors as of the time the amended conten-

tion was filed or of now, the result is the same: the admission of

this harassment subcontention would broaden the issues considerably.

At the present time, all of the other issues have been heard or stipu-

lated. At the time the contention was filed, even if we take into

account the entire quality assurance contention, which the Commission

ruled should not have been admitted, the harassment subpart could have

been seen as constituting a significant portion of the expected evi-

dentiary hearing.

With regard to delay, however, the situation is somewhat differ-

ent. If we acccept as the measure of delay only the time attributable ,

to the tardiness of the untimely contention, we would find no delay

because we have found, above, with regard to the first factor that

Intervenors filed their contention as soon as the necessary facts

became available to them. If we were to look at the overall delay

resulting from the admission of this contention, we would find that

delay to be considerable at the time the contention was filed because

the broadening of the issues could be expected to delay the proceed-

ing. If we were to view the overall delay as of now, we would have to

-
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conclude that the proceeding would be delayed because without the

contention the evidentiary hearing record would now be complete.

Because of the considerable broadening of the issues, whether or

not any delay can be attributed to Intervenors, we weigh the fifth

factor against Intervenors.

Conclusion

In balancing the five factors, the Board finds each of the first

four factors, including the important first factor of good cause for

failure to file on time, to be in favor of the admission of the

harassment contention. Only the fifth factor, that of broadening and

delaying the proceeding, is opposed to the admission of the conten-

tion. Consequently, the Board concludes that the five factors weigh

in favor of admitting the contention.

ORDER

For all of the reasons stated, above, and based upon a considera-

tion of the entire record in this matter, it is, this 2nd day of May,

1986,

ORDERED,
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That the evidentiary hearing on quality assurance (now consisting

of only Contention Subpart 2.C) shall begin as previously scheduled in

Kankakee, Illinois at 9:00 a.m. on May 6, 1986.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD

'
=~=

Herbert Grossman, Chaiman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

May 2,1986,
Bethesda, Maryland.
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